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Message from:

Executive Director Ron Appel

Life scientists need bioinformaticians to develop firstclass methods and software to store, process and
analyse the large amounts of experimental data they
collect through their research work. In the light of the
growing complexity and volume of collected data, and
of the consequent evolution of bioinformatics, the SIB
Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics developed its Roadmap
for the 2nd decade, which defines the vision and the
mission of SIB and addresses strategic goals set for the
coming years.
Our vision is that SIB helps shaping the future of
life sciences through excellence in bioinformatics. It
encompasses service and infrastructure, as well as
research and education and falls within two distinct but
closely connected tasks implemented through the SIB
Mission. Our first mission is to provide world-class core
bioinformatics resources to the national and international
life science research community in key fields such
as genomics, proteomics and systems biology. The
objectives are set by the SIB Board of Directors and their
implementation plan is agreed with all the concerned
groups. Federal funds are almost exclusively used for
the activities linked to this mission. Our second mission
is to lead and coordinate the field of bioinformatics in
Switzerland. In this regard, SIB plays a federating role,
linking the Swiss bioinformatics community and promoting
as well as coordinating research and education. This part
of our activity is funded by schools of higher education in
addition to research grants.
The SIB Roadmap is intended to guide the activities of
SIB, which, with the arrival of five new groups in 2009,
gathers a total of 29 research and service groups and 400
collaborators. It is the result of several years of efforts
towards the transition from a federation of groups to a
strong confederation of exceptional teams. It is crucial
to work closely with each other, and to find ways to
connect our various fields of activities in order to provide
the research community with innovative solutions for the
improvement of our daily lives.
I would like to thank our funders and partner institutions
for their sustained support, as well as all SIB members,
whose talent and dedication contribute towards the success of our Institute. I am looking forward to seeing the
fulfilment of all the exciting projects that were launched
during the year.

Ron Appel
Executive Director
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President of the Foundation Council Peter Malama and
Chairman of the Board of Directors Manuel Peitsch
Each of us is attentive to the progress made towards the prevention or healing of
diseases. Whoever has to fight against a disease and the anxiety it generates, turns
towards our physicians or researchers, looking for support in addition to efficient
remedies. Fortunately, important discoveries are made, which create new hope. It
is reassuring to know that competent people dedicate their time to research, but do
we really know who they are? Generally, only a few names are associated with new
breakthroughs, but we rarely see or hear about all the people working relentlessly
behind the scenes.
The SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics is one of those institutes working in the
background, but whose contribution to the progress of science is tremendous. SIB
groups and partners provide databases, servers and software that are used by the life
science community worldwide to store, analyse and interpret their experimental data.
The SIB also plays a key role nationwide through its competence centres, which offer
their support to the life science researchers in Switzerland, and through its group leaders,
who continue their research activities in the field of bioinformatics. Bioinformatics is
consequently a key component in the understanding of diseases such as cancer, AIDS,
heart diseases, diabetes, hepatitis, Alzheimer’s disease or the dengue fever.
The SIB, without a doubt, plays a major role in the improvement of our health and quality
of life, all the more so since it also educates and trains the researchers of tomorrow, and
attracts and retains exceptional talents.
We would like to thank the Swiss Confederation, the Federal Assembly, the State
Secretariat for Education and Research, the Swiss National Science Foundation and
all those in funding roles as well as partner institutions for their valuable support.
Looking forward, it is essential to continue joining our efforts to help the worldwide
life science community make major breakthroughs thanks the world-class Swiss
research.

Peter Malama
National Councillor and President
of SIB Foundation Council
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The SIB at a glance

Vision
To help shape the future of life
sciences through excellence in
bioinformatics.

Governance

Two-fold Mission

To provide
world-class core
ore
bioinformatics
resources to the national
and international life science
research community in key
fields such as genomics,
proteomics and systems biology:
• top-down approach
with B
Board of Directors
dr
driven decisions.

• The Foundation Council: is the governing organ, which defines the aims of the
Institute.
• The Board of Directors: defines the Institute’s
scientific strategy, as well as core bioinformatics
resources to be maintained.
• The Executive Director: is responsible for the
overall management of the Institute.
• The Council of Group Leaders: discusses matters of importance to all SIB groups.
• The Scientific Advisory Board: acts in
an advisory capacity to guarantee the
quality of core bioinformatics
resources.

To lead and coordinate the
field of bioinformatics in
Switzerland:
• bottom-up approach with
group driven decisions.

Organisation
SIB is a federation of bioinformatics research and service groups, modelled on Switzerland’s federal structure.
A model of inter-cantonal and inter-institutional
ccollaboration, with a rare balance between a centralised and distributed organisation:
tra
• While research is highly decentralised, service activities are planned and funded centrally and are the responsibility of the Board of Directors.
• With the help of federal funds, SIB is able to
develop and maintain core bioinformatics resources, which are essential to the research
community, but could otherwise not be
funded by the usual funding channels such as the universities
or the SNSF.
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Structure
SIB world-class research and
service groups are located in Basel,
Berne, Geneva, Lausanne and Zurich.
Our key researchers are serving both as
professors at their respective universities
and federal institutes of technology, as well
as Group Leaders at the SIB.
Also partnerships with industry,
ry, as
for example Geneva Bioinformatics
matics
(GeneBio) SA, which helps SIB
commercialise and distribute
e
its databases and software tools.

Institutionall
members

• Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
Lausanne (EPFL)
• Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich
(ETHZ)
• University of Basel
• University of Bern
• University of Geneva
• University of Lausanne
• University of Zurich
• Ludwig Institute for Cancer Research (LICR)
• Friedrich Miescher Institute for Biomedical
Research (FMI)
• Geneva Bioinformatics (GeneBio) S.A.
• Hewlett Packard
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SIB Groups

• CALIPHO - A. Bairoch
• Computational Biology - N. Beerenwinkel
• Computational Biology - S. Bergmann
• Computational Biophysics - S. Bernèche
• Computational Cancer Genomics - P. Bucher
• Scientific and Parallel Computing - B. Chopard
• Bioinformatics Core Facility - M. Delorenzi
• Computational Population Genetics - L. Excoffier
• Computational Biochemistry Research - G. Gonnet
• Computational Systems Biotechnology - V. Hatzimanikatis
• Computational Biology Group - D. Iber
• Transcriptome Analysis - C.V. Jongeneel
• Proteome Informatics - F. Lisacek
• Bioinformatics / Systems Biology - C. Von Mering
• Molecular Modelling - O. Michielin
• Laboratory for Computational Biology - B. Moret
• Computational Systems Biology - F. Naef
• Genome Systems Biology - E. Van Nimwegen
• Evolutionary Bioinformatics - M. Robinson-Rechavi
• Bioinformatics and Biostatistics Core Facility - J. Rougemont
• Computational Phylogenetics - N. Salamin
• MOSAIC - I. Sbalzarini
• Protein Structure Bioinformatics - T. Schwede
• Computational Systems Biology - J. Stelling
• Evolutionary Systems Biology - A. Wagner
• Swiss-Prot - I. Xenarios
• Vital-IT - I. Xenarios
• RNA Regulatory Network - M. Zavolan
• Computational Evolutionary
Genomics - E. Zdobnov

Affiliated
Groups
• Osirix - O. Ratib

SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics

Highlights of the year
From a federation to a confederation

January
Martine Brunschwig Graf, Swiss Councillor from Geneva, has been nominated
to the SIB Board of Directors. She replaced Christiane Langenberger, who left
the SIB at the end of December 2008 and was named Honorary President of
our Foundation Council. We thank her for her long involvement and precious
contribution to our Institute’s successful development.

“SWISS-MODEL and the Swiss-PdbViewer: an environment for comparative protein modelling” written by Nicolas
Guex and Manuel Peitsch in 1997, has become the world’s most cited Swiss paper in the scientific literature for
the past 10 years.

February
2-3: The Institute held its 4th annual internal meeting - “The SIB Days”- in Fribourg
Stroma signature: Researchers from SIB and the Swiss National Center of Competence in Research in Molecular
Oncology in Lausanne have developed a new test to predict how breast cancer patients respond to chemotherapy.
In the future, this discovery may possibly contribute to changing how breast cancer patients are treated.
New Tool for Genome-Wide Association Studies: Investigators at the Lausanne Branch of the international Ludwig
Institute for Cancer Research (LICR), the SIB and the University Hospital of Lausanne developed AssociationViewer,
a computational tool that displays genetic differences between individuals on a large scale. This software will help
scientists and physicians discover new genetic markers for diseases and other conditions.
26: The Scientific Advisory Council (SAB) met to discuss SIB’s Roadmap for the Second Decade.

March
The SIB created its new institutional look, which included the new SIB logo.

April
The Centre Universitaire de Bioinformatique (CUB) opened at the University of Geneva.
Sequencing the Cow’s Genetic Code: Researchers from the SIB and the Universities of Geneva and Lausanne
have been part of an international project to sequence the bovine cow genome, giving new insights into mammalian
evolution and more sustainable food production (see highlights of Evgeny Zdobnov’s group).

May
EpiFlu database, developed by the SIB, was chosen to be used as the exchange platform for A(H1N1) influenza
research. The database stores both genomic and epidemiological data, which is available for analysis. It also
provides Bioinformatics and computational tools. The scientific community has free access to this data entered
from all around the world. In September, the database was renamed OpenFlu. It is still maintained and updated
and contains the public data as well as many state-of-the-art analysis tools that we have developed.
8: Johannes Randegger, Amos Bairoch and Ron Appel presented the SIB to the Committee for Science, Education
and Culture of the Swiss National Council.
17: Opening of the travelling exhibition Chromosome Walk at the Botanic Gardens in Neuchatel.
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The public could take a walk along the human genome in this marvellous setting until October 4.
Twenty-three panels described the minute worlds of chromosomes, genes and proteins and the ever-growing
one of bioinformatics.
Following its second call, SystemsX.ch announced a selection of six new large Research, Technology and
Development Projects (RTD), with SIB group leaders participating as co-investigators in five of the six projects.

June
The SIB launched its new institutional website, which bears the Institute’s
new visual identity: www.isb-sib.ch
17: Two more Group Leaders were appointed to the Scientific Executive
Board of SystemsX.ch. With a total of four representatives it this organ,
SIB reinforced its involvement in this Swiss initiative in systems biology.
18-19: 7th annual [BC]2 Basel Computational Biology Conference
organised by the SIB and the Biozentrum of the University of Basel. The
conference with the theme “Molecular Evolution” celebrated the 200th
birthday of Charles Darwin and the 150th anniversary of the publication
of his major work, “On the Origin of the Species”.
SIB announced the winners of the 2009 SIB Best Graduate Paper Award
and the SIB Young Bioinformatician Award at the [BC]2 Conference.
2009 SIB Young Bioinformatician Award for Lukas Burger: Protein interaction prediction software.
2009 Best Graduate Paper for Julien Roux: New insight into vertebrate
evolution and its limitations.

July
Peter Malama, National Councillor, became the new President of the SIB Foundation
Council. He replaced Johannes Randegger, who was named Honorary President. We
would like to thank Johannes Randegger for his outstanding commitment to SIB.
SIB released its Roadmap for the second decade, which was approved by its
Foundation Council. Established by the Board of Directors, this document presents
the mission of the institution and addresses strategic goals for the coming years.
SIB published the first issue of its biannual Newsletter “Swiss Bioinformatics”.
Creation of CALIPHO, a new SIB group at the University of Geneva, whose
main project is to develop an innovative knowledge resource centred on human
proteins. The group is lead by Amos Bairoch, the creator of the protein database
Swiss-Prot. Ioannis Xenarios, who is also Group Leader of Vital-IT, became the
new Director of Swiss-Prot.
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SIB welcomed new Group Leaders:
• Niko Beerenwinkel: Computational Biology Group, ETH Zurich, in Basel.
• Simon Bernèche: Computational Biophysics Group, Biozentrum, University of
Basel.
• Dagmar Iber: Computational Biology Group, ETH Zurich, in Basel.
• Jacques Rougemont: Bioinformatics and Biostatistics Core Facility Group, EPFL,
Lausanne.

SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics

A new book was edited by Ron Appel and Ernest Feytmans: “Bioinformatics, A Swiss Perspective”.
Several SIB group leaders and members contributed to the realisation of this book, which covers
both research work and major infrastructure efforts in genome and gene expression analysis,
investigations on proteins and proteomes, evolutionary bioinformatics, and modelling of biological
systems.

August
3-7: The first SIB PhD Training Network Summer School was organised in Lugano with the following theme:
“Determinism, Stochasticity and Robustness in Biological Processes”. The large number of participants not
only extended their knowledge in bioinformatics during the lectures, but also benefited from numerous scientific
discussions and new academic contacts. The PhD students came from the diverse SIB partner academic
institutions and its partner organisations of the Netherlands (NBIC) and Scotland.
SIB Group Leader Christian von Mering, Institute of Molecular Biology, University of Zurich received a European
Research Council ERC Starting Grant for his group to study bacteria in their natural habitats.

September
17: SIB inaugurated its mezzanine, an additional space within the University of Lausanne for SIB collaborators.

October
After the Universities of Lausanne (April 2009) and Geneva (July 2009), the EPFL was the third of our partner
institutions to sign an agreement with SIB allowing us to welcome embedded bioinformaticians. These new
members of the SIB are employees of the respective partner institution and collaborate closely with at least one
SIB group. This allows research groups at the partner schools of higher education to integrate bioinformaticians
whose work is dedicated to their own projects, while taking advantage of the competencies and synergies with
other SIB members. In 2009, we counted thirteen e-bioinformaticians.
Two new colleagues joined the SIB in Zurich to work with Peter Kunszt of SystemsX.ch on the SyBIT (Systems
Biology IT) infrastructure project.

December
The SIB signed a Memorandum of Understanding and herewith extended its long lasting collaboration with the
Weizmann Institute of Science (WIS) in Israel.
Vital-IT activities: One part of Vital-IT is its High Performance Computing (HPC) cluster. The compute nodes of
the cluster have provided during 2009 a grand total of 295 CPU years to the 250 active HPC users. Free access
servers providing large memory (256Gb) or multi-threaded computing have added 300 CPU years. Therefore
we provided ~600 CPU years to the Swiss “arc lémanique”, the national and the European biological scientific
community.
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SIB Education projects

PhD training
In 2006, the SIB received a three-year funding
from the SNSF-ProDoc for its doctoral program SIB
Doctoral School. Its aim was to offer graduate
students in bioinformatics a set of cutting-edge
courses that would provide both the theoretical and
the practical knowledge necessary for a successful
PhD research project in bioinformatics. Since then,
the educational landscape of Switzerland has changed
with the creation of new masters and PhD programs.
The SIB Doctoral School therefore felt the need
to adapt to this situation and to offer an optimal
complement to the programs of Swiss schools of
higher education. We thus established in 2009 the
SIB Training Network, a natural continuation of the
SIB Doctoral School.
The 2009 SIB Training Network highlights include:
• The first SIB Summer School in Lugano. It featured
the special topic “Determinism, Stochasticity and
Robustness in Biological Processes” covered by a
selection of ten internationally renowned speakers
from institutions such as the Walter and Eliza Hall
Institute (Australia), the Duke University (USA) and
the University of Oxford (UK). The 26 participants
came from all academic institutions of the SIB and
its partner organisations of the Netherlands and
Scotland.
• The Students’ Workshop in September 2009 in
Zurich. These workshops are organised once a
year to stimulate interaction among students, to
enhance their presentation and communication
skills as well as to promote their interaction with
other scientists in fields that are relevant for bioinformatics research. In 2009, 27 PhD students presented updates on their current research projects
and listened to Allan Drummond (Harvard University, Boston, USA), the invited lecturer who has
discoursed about the evolution of protein folding
and stability.
• The one-week courses on “Computational Analysis
of Ultra-High-Throughput (UHT) Sequencing
Data”, “Perl 6/Perl Best Practices”, “Advanced
Microarray Analysis” and “Computational Methods
for Proteomics Data Analysis”.
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At the end of 2009, the SIB Training Network counted 38 PhD students affiliated with the Universities
of Lausanne (13 students), Geneva (10 students),
Basel (10 students), Bern (3 students), EPFL (2 students) and ETHZ (1 student). It has been awarded
by SNSF with a new ProDoc fund for 3 years starting

ue
e
in 2010 which will allow the network to pursue
h th
l
d activities:
ti iti
i
its objectives through
the planned
an international Summer school jointly organised with the
Netherlands Bioinformatics Centre (NBIC), the students’ workshop, short-courses and lab-rotations.

Undergraduate teaching
Many of the SIB members are highly committed
to bioinformatics undergraduate teaching in the
Swiss universities and Swiss Federal Institutes of
Technology within existing Bachelor and Master
degrees. At the Bachelor level, the University of Basel
proposes a degree in Computational Sciences with
major in Computational Biology. At the Master level,
the Universities of Basel, Geneva, Lausanne and
the ETHZ hold respectively a degree in: Molecular
Biology with specialisation in “Computational
Biology”, Proteomics and Bioinformatics, Genomics
and Experimental Biology, and Computational
Biology and Bioinformatics. All expose the students
to different levels and approaches of bioinformatics.

Continuing education
The Continuing Education team has organized three
courses in collaboration with the CUSO (Common
academic institution in Western Switzerland) and
SKMB (Swiss Committee for Molecular Biology)
in 2009: “Computational Analysis of Ultra-HighThroughput (UHT) Sequencing Data”, jointly offered
to the PhD Training Network, “Advance programming
for Biologists” and “Introduction to biostatistics”.
Altogether, these courses benefited 62 Master
and PhD students and post-docs from all over
Switzerland. In a more localised way, 6 workshops
have been proposed in Lausanne together with the
CIG (Center of Integrative Genomics).
The SIB is one of the partners of SLING (Serving
Life-science Information for the Next Generation), a
collaborative FP7 project. Trainers from the SLING
partnership travel to host institutes to train end-users
on major European biological data resources. The SIB
is also involved in the maintenance of documentation
and training materials and helpdesk support for the
data resources funded by SLING. In 2009, we have
participated in several courses in France and Italy
and organised a roadshow in Montpellier, France.

SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics

The Foundation Council
•

The Foundation Council is the highest organ of SIB. It defines the aims of the Institute, appoints Group
Leaders, approves the modifications to the statutes as well as the budget and annual financial statements.

• It is composed of leaders of the Institute’s research groups, delegates from public organisations and the
Institute’s academic partners, as well as representatives of the industrial partners.
• The Foundation Council met on 1st July.

The Board of Directors

Board of Directors,

with Peter Malama, President of
the Foundation Council.
Sitting, from left to right:
Peter Malama, Martine Brunschwig
Graf, Christian von Mering
Standing, from left to right:
Manuel Peitsch,Torsten Schwede,
Ron Appel

The Board of Directors takes all the measures necessary to achieve the aims of the Institute and defines
its scientific strategy, internal procedures and the core bioinformatics resources to be maintained.
It is composed of:
• Two external members:
• Mrs Martine Brunschwig Graf, Swiss National Councillor from Geneva.
• Prof. Manuel Peitsch (Chairman), Director of Computational Sciences and Bioinformatics with
Philip Morris International R&D.
• Two group leaders: Prof. Torsten Schwede and Prof. Christian Von Mering
• The Executive Director of the Institute: Prof. Ron Appel
• Five meetings of the Board of Directors took place in 2009.
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The Council of Group Leaders
•

The Council of Group Leaders discusses general questions of importance to all SIB groups. It is
composed of the Executive Director, the Group Leaders and the Affiliate Group Leaders.

• Four meetings of the Council of Group Leaders took place in 2009.

The SIB Management Office

Management

Front raw, from left to right:
Sabine Perlini and Jocelyne Bocquet
Back raw, left to right:
Irène Perovsek, Sylvie Clottu,
Ron Appel, Maria Barreiro,
Véronique Mangold.

The Management Office, in addition to running the
Institute, offers administrative support to SIB members.
It provides an interface to partners, sponsors, authorities, politicians and media.
It is composed of:
• The Executive Director: Ron Appel
• Finances: Jocelyne Bocquet and Sabine Perlini
• Communications: Irène Perovsek
• Human Resources: Véronique Mangold
• Administration: Maria Barreiro and Sylvie Clottu
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Highlights 2009
• SIB launched its new logo, institutional look and
website.
• SIB published the first edition of Swiss Bioinformatics,
the SIB Newsletter, which is published twice a year.
• The Institute also released the SIB Swiss Institute
of Bioinformatics Roadmap for the 2nd decade.
Established by the Board of Directors, this document
presents the mission of the Institute and addresses
strategic goals for the coming years.
• Given the strong growth of SIB groups and SIB
Members during the last 11 years, SIB decided to
entrust the Institute’s Human Resources Management to Véronique Mangold, who was already in
charge of Human Resources for the Swiss-Prot and
PIG Groups.
• Jocelyne Bocquet joined SIB to take charge of the
Institute’s Finances. She is assisted by Sabine
Perlini.
• Irène Perovsek joined SIB in December to take
over the Communications activities replacing Janice
Blondeau.
• Maria Barreiro is in charge of the Administration and
is assisted by Sylvie Clottu, who joined SIB during
the year.

SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics

Amos Bairoch and Lydie Lane
CALIPHO Group

Group’s work

We are a multidisciplinary group
involved in both laboratory and
bioinformatics research. Our focus
is human proteins. Our goal is
to broaden our knowledge and
understanding of the function of
the 20’000 protein coding genes
that exist in the human genome.
Our mantra is collaboration!

Research interests

• Development of neXtProt, a knowledge platform for
human proteins.
• Bioinformatics research on protein function prediction.
• Laboratory experiments to functionally characterize
a selected set of human proteins.
• Development of a worldwide initiative for the
characterization of all human proteins.

Scientific highlights

In July 2009, official creation of the new group at the SIB
and at the University of Geneva, co-directed by Amos
Bairoch and Lydie Lane. Beginning of the development
of neXtProt in close collaboration with GeneBio, the
SIB industrial partner. Establishment of the laboratory
at the Centre Medical Universitaire (CMU) at the Faculty of Medicine of the University of Geneva.

Selected 2009 publications

• 2009 publications of the two co-directors of the group
are listed in the Swiss-Prot group page.
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Niko Beerenwinkel

Computational Biology Group

Group’s work

We are engaged in developing
mathematical models of biological
networks and in designing
efficient algorithms for analyzing
high-throughput molecular
data to predict the behaviour of
biological systems and to support
the diagnosis and treatment of
diseases.

Research interests
•
•
•
•
•
•

Somatic evolution of cancer.
HIV drug resistance.
Cellular networks.
Statistical analysis of deep sequencing data.
Haplotype inference.
Signalling network reconstruction and RNA interference.

Selected 2009 publications

• Zagordi O, Geyrhofer L, Roth V, Beerenwinkel N.
Deep sequencing of a genetically heterogeneous
sample: local haplotype reconstruction and read
error correction. In S. Batzoglou, editor, RECOMB
2009 – Research in Computational Molecular
Biology, Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics 5541,
pages 271-284, Springer 2009.
• Saeed F, Khokhar A, Zagordi O, Beerenwinkel N.
Multiple sequence alignment system for pyrosequencing reads. In S. Rajasekaran, editor, BICoB
2009 – Bioinformatics and Computational Biology,
Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics 5462, pages 362375, Springer 2009.
• Beerenwinkel N, Sullivant S. Markov models for
accumulating mutations. Biometrika 2009;96(3):645861.
• Gerstung M, Baudis M, Moch H, Beerenwinkel
N. Quantifying cancer progression with conjunctive
Bayesian networks. Bioinformatics 2009;25(21):
2809-2815.
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Scientific highlights

Osvaldo Zagordi has developed and released the
ShoRAH software, an implementation of a statistical
model for estimating the genetic diversity of a
heterogeneous sample from deep sequencing data.
Applications include diverse intra-host virus populations
and heterogeneous tumors.
Moritz Gerstung has designed and implemented a
new graphical model for estimating genetic pathways
leading to cancer. Conjunctive Bayesian networks
can be learned from cross-sectional genetic data and
they have been applied to various cancer types.

SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics

Sven Bergmann

Computational Biology Group

Group’s work

We develop concepts and
algorithmic tools for the analysis
of large-scale biological data.
The focus is on the integration of
genotypic and phenotypic datasets
from eukaryotic cells or clinical
studies.

Research interests

• Integrative analysis of large-scale gene-expression
and drug-response data.
• Genome-wide association studies of phenotypic and
genotypic data.
• Pharmacogenetic analysis of lipid-response data
from genotyped HIV patients treated with multiple
antiviral drugs.
• Pharmacogenetic analysis of the cardiovascular response in mice.
• Modelling of regulatory systems related to Drosophila
development and plant growth.

Selected 2009 publications

• Berthonneche C*, Peter B*, Beckmann JS, Bergmann
S*, and Maurer F* (*: equal contribution). Cardiovascular
response to beta-adrenergic blockade or activation in
23 inbred mouse strains. PLoS One 2009;4(8) e6610.
• Sevin M, Kutalik Z, Bergmann S, Beckmann J,
Damier P, and Jacquemont S. The penetrance of
marked cognitive impairment in older male carriers
of the FMR1 Gene Premutation. J Med Genet 2009.
doi:10.1136/jmg.2008.065953.
• Kolz M, Johnson T, et al., Meta-analysis of 28,141
individuals identifies common variants within five
new loci that influence uric acid concentrations.
PLoS Genet 2009; 5(6) e1000504.
• Newton-Cheh C, Johnson T, et al., Genome-wide
association study identifies eight loci associated
with blood pressure. Nat Genet 2009. doi:10.1038/
ng.361.
• Walters R G, Jacquemont S, Valsesia A, et al. A new
highly penetrant form of obesity due to micro deletions on chromosome 16p11.2. Nature doi:10.1038/
nature08727.
• Morton de Lachapelle A, Bergmann S, Precision and
Scaling in Morphogen Gradient Read-out, accepted
for publication in Molecular Systems Biology.

Scientific highlights

With the support of the SIB service grant we generated
several software packages for modular data analysis,
including a Bioconductor package of the iterative
Signature Algorithm (ISA) in R and a new module
visualization tool called ExpressionView.
(see www2.unil.ch/cbg/index.php?title=Software)
2009 was also the year of Genome-wide Association
Studies and the CBG made significant contributions to
several studies published in high-ranking journals.
Finally, we are making great progress in systems
modelling, where we are senior partners in two
SystemsX.ch RTDs and just published a paper on
Precision and Scaling in Morphogen Gradient Read-out.
1

2

3
4
5

1. Manhattan plot for genome-wide SNP association analysis with adult height
(from Figure 2 in Nature Genetics 40, 575 - 583).
2. Visualization of transcription modules in a large set of expression data (http://
www2.unil.ch/cbg/index.php?title=ExpressionView).
3. Genes mirror geography within Europe. (Adapted from Figure 1 in Nature
456, 98-101).
4. Dorsal view of a representative cycle-14 wild-type Drosophila embryo stained
for the Eve (green) and Kr (red) proteins. (A collection of such staining images
was used as modeling input in PLoS Biology 5(2): e46, see Figure 3.)
5. A modular approach for integrative analysis of large-scale gene-expression
and drug-response data (Schematics of the Ping-pong algorithm from Figure 1
in Nature Biotechnology 26, 531-539).
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Simon Bernèche

Computational Biophysics Group

Group’s work

Based on high-resolution structural
data, we use molecular mechanics
and statistical physics approaches
to elucidate the mechanisms
defining the function of membrane
proteins at the atomistic level.

Research interests

• Modelling of permeation and gating mechanisms in
ion channels.
• Elucidation of proton co-transport mechanisms in
passive and active transporters.
• Stochastic simulations of membrane activity on a
mesoscopic scale.

Selected 2009 publications

• Wirth C, Condemine G, Boiteux C, Bernèche S,
Schirmer T, Peneff CM. NanC crystal structure, a
model for outer membrane channels of the acidic
sugar-specific KdgM porin family. J. Mol. Biol.
2009;394(4):718-31.

Scientific highlights

We are investigating on the structural and functional
aspects of C-type inactivation gating in potassium
channels. This mechanism, which consists in the
spontaneous time dependent closure of the pore
following channel activation, is of primary importance
in regulating action potentials in cardiac cells and
neurons.
Using molecular mechanics calculations, we showed
that key X-ray crystallography results, on which the
currently accepted hypotheses are based, have been
wrongly interpreted: Electronic density peaks that
were attributed to K+ ions seem to actually correspond
to water molecules. The absence of high affinity K+
binding sites in these putatively inactivated structures is
incompatible with the known properties of K+ channels
and their inactivated state.
Our findings call for a reassessment of the physiological
implications of these X-ray structures and their
relevance to C-type inactivation gating.
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Philipp Bucher

Computational Cancer genomics Group

Group’s work

We are trying to understand the
molecular mechanisms of gene
regulation in higher eukaryotes by
analyzing functional genomics data
such as ChIP-Seq profiles, and
by developing new methods and
algorithms to this end.

Research interests

• Eukaryotic promoter function and structure.
• Algorithms for interpreting mass genome annotation
data (ChIP-Seq, CAGE).
• Methods for characterising DNA sequence motifs
and regulatory modules.
• Characterisation of highly conserved non-coding
DNA elements.

Selected 2009 publications

• GauthierJ-A, Widmer E, Bucher P, Notredame C.
How Much Does It Cost? Sociological Methods &
Research 2009;38(1):197-231.
• Yasrebi H, Sperisen P, Praz V, Bucher P. Can survival
prediction be improved by merging gene expression
data sets? PLoS One. 2009;4(10):e7431.
• Praz V, Bucher P. CleanEx: new data extraction
and merging tools based on MeSH term annotation.
Nucleic Acids Res. 2009;37:D880-4.

Scientific highlights

Bioinformatics meets sociology: for the first time
interdisciplinary work involving SIB scientists was
published in a leading sociology journal. In this fruitful
collaboration with the PaVie lab (Laboratoire d’étude
des Parcours de Vie) at the University of Lausanne,
concepts and techniques from molecular sequence
alignment algorithms were applied to compare
professional trajectories extracted from human
biographies.
A new potent breast cancer survival gene, CYB5D1,
potentially useful for diagnosis and personalized treatment, was discovered in the course of a research
project aimed at improving prognostic machine learning algorithms trained from merged gene expression
data sets. The input data for this project were selected,
extracted and reorganized with the aid of the CleanEx
database, a resource initially developed by our group
and now independently maintained by Viviane Praz at
the Center of Integrative Genomics in Lausanne.
Many new tools and data sets have been added to the
ChIP-Seq server at ccg.vital-it.ch/chipseq. As a result, it
is now possible to correlate ChIP-Seq peaks with crossgenome conservation profiles based on the PhastCons
tracks form UCSC. Furthermore, the interoperability
between EPD, the ChIP-seq, SSA (Signal Search
Analysis) and other web servers maintained by the
groups has been greatly improved.
An ESF symposium on “the computational challenges
of next generation DNA sequencing” was jointly organized with Jan Komorowski and held in Uppsala in
January 2009.
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Bastien Chopard

Scientific and Parallel Computing Group
Group’s work

We use complex networks and
pathway analysis to explore and
understand cellular changes
caused by the loss of Ataxia
telangiectasia mutated (ATM)
function, which is known to play a
causative role in breast cancer.
We also study the gingival flora of
noma children using microarrays
and more particularly phylogenetic
microarrays and we are involved
in investigating the dynamics of
retroviral integration into host DNA,
identifications of novel marker,
development of bioinformatics
predictive tools and biophysical
modeling.

Research interests

• Biological network modelling and integration of
expression data.
• Reaction network simplification and reduction
(e.g. pruning, clustering, etc.).
• Extreme Pathways analysis.
• Comparative analysis.
• DNA Microarray designs.
• Phylogenetic Microarrays.
• Metagenomics.
• Bacterial identification.
• Etiology of noma.
• Analysis of ChIPseq data.
• Biophysical and structural modelling of DNA and
protein dynamics.
• Expression data analysis.

Selected 2009 publications

• Kuhn G, Koessler T, Melles DC, Francois P, Huyghe A,
Dunman P, et al. Comparative genomics of epidemic versus sporadic Staphylococcus aureus strains
does not reveal molecular markers for epidemicity.
Infect Genet Evol; 2010;10(1):89-96.
• Leo S, Santoni F, Zanetti G. Biodoop: Bioinformatics
on Hadoop. ICCPW, pp.415-422, 2009 International
Conference on Parallel Processing Workshops.
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Scientific highlights

Metabolic models of human cells have been built by
extracting data from KEGG and UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot
databases. Genomic data from the Oncology Division
of the Geneva University Hospital have been integrated
into the resulting networks.
In order to efficiently compute extreme pathways to
the whole human metabolic model, we are currently
developing and testing graph processing methods
to reduce the model’s complexity. These reduction
methods are based on graph structural pruning and
by clustering reactions to produce modular metareactions.
PhD project of Antoine HUYGHE has been achieved
with the following thesis title: Innovative DNA microarray design for bacterial flora composition evaluation
(Number 4159).

SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics

Mauro Delorenzi

Bioinformatics Core Facility Group

Group’s work

We focus on providing the
bioinformatics expertise for
collaborative projects in modern
medicine and biology. We bridge
the gap between traditional
biostatistics / epidemiology and
genomic technologies, both of
which are required for biomarker
development, for example.

Research interests

• Development of diagnostic, prognostic and predictive biomarkers.
• Molecular profiling of clinical samples and disease
subtype characterization.
• Bioinformatics and biostatistics support and consulting.
• Data analysis methods for genome-wide data.
• Integration of public and private genomics data.
• Methods in statistical meta-analysis.

Selected 2009 publications

• Farmer P, Bonnefoi H, Anderle P, Cameron D,
Wirapati P, Becette V, et al. A stroma-related gene
signature predicts resistance to epirubicin-containing
neoadjuvant chemotherapy in breast cancer. Nat
Med 2009;15:68–74.
• Murat A, Migliavacca E, Hussain SF, Heimberger AB,
Desbaillets I, Hamou MF et al. Modulation of angiogenic and inflammatory response in glioblastoma by
hypoxia. PLoS One 2009;4:e5947.
• Norrmén C, Ivanov KI, Cheng J, Zangger N,
Delorenzi M, Jaquet M, et al. FOXC2 controls
formation and maturation of lymphatic collecting
vessels through cooperation with NFATc1. J Cell
Biol 2009;185:439-57.
• Popovici V, Goldstein DR, Antonov J, Jaggi R,
Delorenzi M, Wirapati P. Selecting control genes
for RT-QPCR using public microarray data. BMC
Bioinformatics 2009;2; 10:42.

Scientific highlights

We proposed modules of co-ordinately expressed
genes as biomarkers for response prediction. We
showed in a publication that in breast cancer, expression of a gene expression module containing stroma
genes such as DCN or PLAU, and a second module
with immune-related genes such as MX1 or STAT1,
might be a useful marker of tumor sensitivity to 5-FU
or anthracycline-based cytotoxic chemotherapy. This
might contribute to optimal therapy selection (Farmer
et al. 2009).
The analysis of molecular and epidemiological data
from the translational research project of the clinical
trial PETACC3 revealed some interesting results for
stage 2 and 3 colon cancer. In the survival analysis for
prognostic factors, the V600E mutations in the BRAF
kinase, for which mutation-specific inhibitors exist, is
highly associated with poorer patient survival, particularly in the higher risk group with microsatellite stable
colon cancer. In microarray transcriptome analysis, the
same mutation is characterised with a specific gene
expression profile. On the other hand, KRAS mutation
did not show an appreciable effect on patient survival
(accepted for publication).
In an analysis of a patient cohort of metastatic colon
cancer that was treated with specific anti-EGFR
therapy, we confirmed highly reduced treatment
response in presence of an activating KRAS or BRAF
mutation and found mutations in additional genes to
be related to response and overall survival (manuscript
in preparation).
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Laurent Excoffier

Computational Population Genetics Group

Group’s work

We use population genetics
analyses to reconstruct the past
evolutionary history of various
animal species and detect the
genetic bases of their adaptation
to specific environments.

Research interests

Scientific highlights

Selected 2009 publications

We have introduced a new likelihood-free Bayesian approach to estimate past demographic parameters from
genomic data, leading to more efficient computations.

• Modelling the effects of range expansions and contractions on genetic diversity.
• Study of the spatial spread of selected mutations.
• Detection of genome regions under selection.

• Excoffier L, Hofer T, Foll M. Detecting loci under
selection in a hierarchically structured population.
Heredity 2009;103:285-298.
• Excoffier L, Foll M, Petit RJ. Genetic Consequences
of Range Expansions. Annual Review in Ecology,
Evolution, and Systematics 2009;40:481-501.
• Wegmann D, Leuenberger C, Excoffier L. Efficient
Approximate Bayesian Computation Coupled With
Markov Chain Monte Carlo Without Likelihood. Genetics 2009;182:1207-1218.
• Petit RJ, Excoffier L. Gene flow and species delimitation. Trends in Ecology and Evolution 2009;24:38693.
• Hofer T, Ray N, Wegmann D, Excoffier L. Large allele
frequency differences between human continental
groups are more likely to have occurred by drift during range expansions than by selection. Annals of
Human Genetics 2009; 73:95-108.
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We have introduced a new method to detect loci
under selection from genome scans in a hierarchically
structured population, which greatly reduces the
number of false positive signals.

We have described the genetic consequences of range
expansions within and between species, showing that
many of these consequences had been previously
mistaken as being due to selection when range
expansion was not taken into account.
We have shown that patterns of introgression between
related species would depend on the extent of gene
flow within species, and that high levels of gene flow
within species are protective against introgression.
Another consequence of this effect is that uniparentally
transmitted genetic markers (e.g. Y chromosome,
mtDNA) could show different levels of introgression
depending on sex-biased dispersal.

SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics

Gaston Gonnet

Computational Biochemistry Research Group

Group’s work

We are interested in problems
in the area of bioinformatics,
in particular modelling and
simulation of molecular sequence
data. Current research activities
include large-scale inference
of orthology (OMA database),
inference of difficult phylogenies,
and development of evolutionary
models.

Research interests
•
•
•
•
•

Computational Molecular Evolution.
Design and analysis of codon models.
Large-scale inference of orthologs.
Large-scale identification of lateral gene transfer.
Vertebrate Phylogeny.

Selected 2009 publications

• Gonnet GH, Scholl R. Scientific Computation, Cambridge University Press.
• Schneider A, Souvorov A, Sabath N, Landan G,
Gonnet GH, Graur D. Estimates of positive Darwinian
selection are inflated by errors in sequencing,
annotation, and alignment. Genome Biology and
Evolution 2009;1(1):114-118.
• Schneider A, Cannarozzi GM. Support patterns from
different outgroups provide a strong phylogenetic
signal. Mol Biol Evol 2009;26(6):1259-72.
• Altenhoff AM, Dessimoz C. Phylogenetic and Functional Assessment of Orthologs Inference. PLoS
Computational Biology 2009:(1):e1000262.
• Anisimova M, Kosiol C. Investigating proteincoding sequence evolution with probabilistic codon
substitution models. Mol. Biol. Evol 2009;26(2):
255-71.
• Guindon S, Dufayard JF, Lefort V, Anisimova M,
Hordijk W and Gascuel O. New Algorithms and
Methods to Estimate Maximum-Likelihood Phylogenies: Assessing the Performance of PhyML 3.0.
Syst. Biol. (in press).
• Gabaldón T, Dessimoz C, Huxley-Jones J, Vilella AJ,
SonnhammerELL, Lewis S. Joining forces in the
quest for orthologs. Genome Biology;10(9):403.

Scientific highlights

Invited talks of Gaston Gonnet and Maria Anisimova
at the Darwin’s 200 Latin-American celebration (Punta
del Este, Uruguay).
SNF research grant awarded to Maria Anisimova.
Hosting PhyloSIB 2009
(more info at: www.cbrg.ethz.ch/news/PhyloSIB2009).
Invited talk of Adrian Altenhoff at Quest for Orthology
Meeting (Hinxton, Cambridge UK).
Talk of Christophe Dessimoz at ISMB highlight track
(Stockholm).
Zurich Colloquium for Computational Molecular
Evolution, including visits of Prof. Miklós Csűrös, Prof.
Andreas Wagner, and Dr. Carolin Kosiol.
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Vassily Hatzimanikatis

Laboratory of Computational Systems Biotechnology

Group’s work

We develop mathematical models
and the associated computational
frameworks for the analysis of
complex cellular processes. This
analysis integrates information
from different levels and it provides
guidance for biotechnological and
medical applications.

Research interests

• Biophysical modelling of cellular processes.
• Process systems engineering methods applied to
biological systems.
• Bioenergetics.
• Metabolic engineering and metabolic diseases.
• Protein and gene expression networks.

Selected 2009 publications

• Finley SD, Broadbelt LJ, Hatzimanikatis V. Computational framework for predictive biodegradation.
Biotechnology and Bioengineering 2009;104(6),
1086-1097.
• Finley SD, Broadbelt LJ, Hatzimanikatis V. Thermodynamic analysis of biodegradation pathways.
Biotechnology and Bioengineering 2009;103(3),
532-541.
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Scientific highlights

We published the first predictive biodegradation method,
which also accounts for the energetics of the existing
and predicted reactions.

SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics

Dagmar Iber

Computational Biology Group

Group’s work

We focus on the development of
quantitative, predictive models of
biological signalling networks with
a view to gain a comprehensive
understanding of the dynamics and
evolution of cellular signalling.

Research interests

• Computational models for signalling networks that are
involved in:
- Developmental processes.
- Cell adhesion & migration.
- Bacterial Stress Responses.

Selected 2009 publications

• Iber D, Reduction of a detailed Biological Signalling
Model, Procedia Computer Science, in press.

Scientific highlights

Together with British and Danish collaborators, we have
completed work on the regulation of chromosomal
toxin-antitoxin systems which play a role in the
persistence of bacterial infections. At the same time
we have initiated several collaborations locally on the
regulation of developmental processes and of cell
migration. We are part of the SystemsX.ch InfectX
RTD, and we share an IPhD to address the regulation
of cell migration.
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Victor Jongeneel

Transcriptome Analysis Group

Group’s work

We focus on two major themes:
(1) the evolution and variability of
the genes encoding cancer-testis
antigens and
(2) the development of in silico
techniques for the efficient
analysis of clinically relevant high
throughput genomics data.

Research interests

• Evolutionary analysis of complex gene families.
• Methods for mapping of and polymorphism detection in short reads from ultra-high-throughput sequencers.
• Analysis methods to extract copy number variation
information from genome-wide hybridization data.
• Identification of recurrent genomic/epigenomic alterations in melanoma.

Selected 2009 publications
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• Nikolaev SI, Iseli C, Sharp AJ, Robyr D, Rougemont
J, Gehrig C, Farinelli L, Antonarakis SE. Detection
of genomic variation by selection of a 9 mb DNA
region and high throughput sequencing. PLoS One.
2009;4(8):e6659. PMID:19684856.
• Rio Frio T, McGee TL, Wade NM, Iseli C, Beckmann
JS, Berson EL, Rivolta C. A single-base substitution
within an intronic repetitive element causes dominant
retinitis pigmentosa with reduced penetrance. Hum
Mutat. 2009;30(9):1340-7. PMID:19618371.
• Zhao Q, Caballero OL, Levy S, Stevenson BJ, Iseli
C, de Souza SJ, Galante PA, Busam D, Leversha
MA, Chadalavada K, Rogers YH, Venter JC,
Simpson AJ, Strausberg RL. Transcriptome-guided
characterization of genomic rearrangements in a
breast cancer cell line. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A.
2009;106(6):1886-91. PMID:19181860.
• Wurm Y, Uva P, Ricci F, Wang J, Jemielity S, Iseli
C, Falquet L, Keller L. Fourmidable. A database
for ant genomics. BMC Genomics. 2009;10:5.
PMID:19126223.
• Martin O, Valsesia A, Telenti A, Xenarios I, Stevenson
BJ. AssociationViewer: a scalable and integrated
software tool for visualization of large-scale variation data in genomic context. Bioinformatics.
2009;25(5):662-3. PMID:19168913.

Scientific highlights

CT genes are normally expressed only in immunoprivileged cells of the germ line, but re-expressed in
a variable proportion of cancers. Most of the human
genes with a strict CT expression pattern are localized
on the X chromosome, and are members of families
that have undergone recent expansion in the primate
lineage. We continue to trace the evolutionary history
of CT-X genes, and to establish a comprehensive
catalogue of CT-X genes. We designed a CGH array
to study copy number variations (CNV) of CT-X genes,
both at the genetic (inter-individual differences) and the
somatic (cancer-specific) levels. And in collaboration
with members of the LICR NY Branch we assessed
MAGE gene family mutation rates in human melanoma.
Melanoma is a malignant tumour arising from
melanocytes (pigmentation skin cells) that is locally
invasive and can generate metastases throughout
the body. In collaboration with the Universities of
Lausanne and Geneva and the CHUV (Centre
Hospitalier Universitaire Vaudois), we are performing a
comprehensive genomic characterization of melanoma
to discover driver mutations that cause the disease.
Karyotyping of seven melanoma cell lines revealed that
some are highly aneuploid with widespread genomic
amplification while others carry extensive deletions.
This was verified at nucleotide resolution by array-CGH
and SNP-chip analyses. Surprisingly, standard CGH
algorithms proved inadequate to cope with data from
aneuploid samples, and a new analysis pipeline was
developed to extract consistent data across platforms.
Interestingly, we observed a positive correlation
between genomic amplification and CT expression
levels in this sample set. This suggests that some CT
genes may be involved in genome maintenance.

SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics

Frédérique Lisacek

Proteome Informatics Group

Group’s work

We focus on the development
of software tools and databases
required for the analysis of
proteomics data.

Research interests

Scientific highlights

Selected 2009 publications

Grants: IPP (Innovative Pilot Project) of SystemsX.ch
with JC Sanchez (UniGe): Quantitative analysis and
prediction of protein glycation.

• Analysis of mass spectrometry data.
• Elucidating the role of posttranslational modifications.
• Tools for glycomics.

• Mylonas R, Mauron Y, Masselot A, Binz PA, Budin
N, Fathi M, Viette V, Hochstrasser DF, Lisacek F.
X-Rank: A Robust Algorithm for Small Molecule
Identification Using Tandem Mass Spectrometry.
Anal Chem. 2009;81(18):7604-10.
• Quandt A., Masselot A., Hernandez P., Hernandez
C., Maffioletti S., Appel R.D, Lisacek F. swissPIT:
A workflow-based platform for analyzing Tandem-MS
spectra using the Grid. Proteomics 2009;9(10):2648–
2655.
• Robin X, Turck N, Hainard A, Lisacek F, Sanchez
JC, Müller M. Bioinformatics for protein biomarker
panel classification: what is needed to bring biomarker panels into in vitro diagnostics? Expert Rev
Proteomics 2009;6(6):675-89.

New service: Online connection of GlycoSuiteDB via
ExPASy.

Erasmus multilateral project of the Lifelong Learning
Programme (EU): E-training in bioinformatics for -omics
applications (e-biomix).
Extended support of External Research of Microsoft:
Saving patients using MS.
Awards: Best bioinformatics poster award for Erik Ahrné
at SPS (Swiss Proteomics Society) conference in Zurich.
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Christian von Mering

Bioinformatics Systems Biology Group

Group’s work

We focus on biological network
reconstruction and data
integration, with a special
emphasis on high-throughput
datasets from functional
genomics. Our interests lie in
proteomics, meta-proteomics and
environmental genomics.

Research interests

• Comparative, quantitative analysis of eukaryotic
proteomes.
• Integration and scoring of protein networks (STRING
database).
• Taxonomic assessment of microbial communities.
• Hedgehog signal transduction (Modelling & Evolution).
• Microbial Proteomics in the Environment.

Selected 2009 publications

• Jensen LJ, Kuhn M, Stark M, Chaffron S, Creevey C,
Muller J et al. STRING 8 – a global view on proteins
and their functional interactions in 630 organisms.
Nucleic Acids Res. 2009;37(1):D412-6.
• Schrimpf SP, Weiss M, Reiter L, Ahrens CH,
Jovanovic M, Malmstroem J et al. Comparative
functional analysis of the Caenorhabditis elegans
and Drosophila melanogaster proteomes. PLoS
Biol. 2009;(3):e48.
• Hausmann G, von Mering C, Basler K. The hedgehog signaling pathway: where did it come from?
PLoS Biol. 2009;7(6):e1000146.
• Delmotte N, Knief C, Chaffron S, Innerebner G,
Roschitzki B, Schlapbach R et al. Community
proteogenomics reveals insights into the physiology
of phyllosphere bacteria. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A.
2009;106(38):1731-6.
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Scientific highlights

In 2009, our group focused much of its work on a
number of unique, large-scale proteomics datasets.
Firstly, we conducted a thorough analysis of the
proteins expressed by microbes living on plant leaf
surfaces, together with the group of Prof. Julia Vorholt
(Microbiology at ETH Zurich). For the first time,
this revealed the functional repertoire of microbial
communities in such an extreme environment, stratified
by the type of host plant (clover, soybean or thale
cress). Secondly, we conducted a comparative analysis
of protein abundances in eukaryotic proteomes. This
was a collaboration involving several groups within the
‘Q-MOP’ consortium in Zurich. We were able to show a
remarkable quantitative conservation in the eukaryotic
core proteome, and are currently following up on
this observation at various evolutionary time scales
(Weiss et al. Proteomics 2010, in press). Thirdly, we
are currently completing our analysis of an extensive
phospho-proteomics dataset, in collaboration with
the group of Ruedi Aebersold (IMSB at ETH Zurich).
This will reveal, for the first time in any organism, the
quantitative adaptation of most of the phosphoproteome
to systematic kinase deletions in yeast.
Apart from the proteomics work, we also updated our
protein network resource “STRING”, which now stands
at version 8.2 and has this year passed the milestone
of 2000 distinct weekly users. STRING is maintained
by a growing consortium of researchers (including
research groups at EMBL, SIB, UZH, TU-Dresden,
and University of Copenhagen), and has been cited
already more than 600 times.
Further work included quantitative modelling of
Hedgehog signalling in Drosphila, and systematic
taxonomic classification and grouping of microbes in
the environment.

SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics

Olivier Michielin

Molecular Modelling Group

Group’s work

We focus on the rational design
of proteins or small molecule
inhibitors for the research and
treatment of human diseases,
mostly in the field of oncology.

Research interests
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rational T cell receptor design.
Rational drug design for important cancer targets.
Docking algorithms development.
Fragment-based drug design algorithms development.
Molecular dynamics simulations.
Free energy simulations.
Homology modelling.

Selected 2009 publications

• Rohrig UF, et al. Rational Design of Indoleamine
2,3-Dioxygenase Inhibitors. J Med Chem 2010.
• Grosdidier A, Zoete V, Michielin O. Blind docking
of 260 protein-ligand complexes with EADock 2.0.
J Comput Chem 2009.
• Rohrig UF, Grosdidier A, Zoete V, Michielin O. Docking
to heme proteins. J Comput Chem 2009;30:2305-2315.
• Zoete V, Grosdidier A, Michielin O. Docking, virtual
high throughput screening and in silico fragmentbased drug design. J Cell Mol Med 2009.
• Schupbach T, Zoete V, Tsakam-Sotche B, Michielin O.
Fourier transform convolution integrals applied to generalized Born molecular volume. J Comput Chem 2009.
• Bulliard Y, Turelli P, Rohrig UF, Zoete V, Mangeat B,
Michielin O, Trono D. Functional Analysis and
Structural Modeling of Human APOBEC3G Reveals
the Role of Evolutionarily Conserved Elements in
HIV-1 and Alu Inhibition. J Virol 2009.
• Prior JO, Montemurro M, Orcurto MV, Michielin O, Luthi F,
Benhattar J, Guillou L, Elsig V, Stupp R, Delaloye AB,
Leyvraz S. Early prediction of response to sunitinib after imatinib failure by 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron
emission tomography in patients with gastrointestinal
stromal tumor. J Clin Oncol 2009;27:439-445.
• Hornitschek P, Lorrain S, Zoete V, Michielin O, Fankhauser C. Inhibition of the shade avoidance response by formation of non-DNA binding bHLH heterodimers. EMBO J 2009;28:3893-3902.

Scientific highlights

In 2009, efforts have been made both in EADock/
SwissDock methodological developments and in key
applications.
The latest version of our docking program, EADock, is
now 300 times faster, thanks to a new dihedral space
search engine and energy evaluations based on a grid.
These enhancements were needed to allow EADock to
be used as the engine behind the docking web service,
SwissDock. An additional gain in typical docking time
has been obtained using the FACTS solvation model
instead of GBMV2 (Zoete & al. J. Mol. Recognition,
2010). SwissDock has been opened to beta testers
at the end of 2009. Three different interfaces are
available, a simple interface that will be proposed to
inexperienced users; a workspace web interface is
also being designed, which should allow much more
elaborated projects to be carried out; finally, a graphical
interface is also available as a UCSF Chimera plugin,
for the setup and submission of SwissDock jobs, as
well as for viewing results.
On the application side, we have started the design of
second-generation inhibitors of the indoleamine-2,3
dioxygenase (IDO) target. Overall, 1500 compounds
were generated by EADock, using a fragment-based
approach. Over 100 compounds were synthesized
by our organic chemist and tested in an enzymatic
inhibition assay. Interestingly, 50% of the proposed
compounds were shown to be active, with the best
compounds reaching activities of 200 nM (U. Roehrig &
al. J. Med. Chem, 2010).

In–silico
Fragment–Based
Drug Design
!
Linking Procedure
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Bernard Moret

Laboratory for Computational Biology

Group’s work

We focus on models and
algorithms for computational
molecular biology, with particular
emphasis on evolutionary
genomics.

Research interests

• Genomic rearrangements: models, distance computation, phylogenetic reconstruction from rearrangement data, estimating true distances from minimum
distances.
• Gene duplication and loss: models, integration with
genomic rearrangements, distance computation.
• Evolution of genomic architecture.
• Evolution of transcriptional regulatory networks, including integration of gene duplication and loss models.
• Large-scale approaches for phylogenetic reconstruction, including adaptive bootstrapping methods
and improved consensus.

Selected 2009 publications
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• Pattengale ND, Alipour M, Bininda-Edmonds ORP,
Moret, BME, Stamatakis A. How many bootstrap
replicates are necessary? Proc. 13th Conf. on Research in Comput. Mol. Biol. RECOMB’09, in LNCS
2009;5541, 184-200, Springer.
• Swenson KM, Lin Y, Rajan V, Moret BME. Hurdles and
sorting by inversions: Combinatorial, statistical, and
experimental results. J. Comput. Biol. 2009;16(10):
1339-1351. Best papers from RECOMB-CG’08.
• Swenson KM, Moret BME, Inversion-based genomic signatures. Proc. 7th Asia-Pacific Bioinf. Conf.
APBC’09, in BMC Bioformatics 2009;10 Suppl 1:S7.
• Swenson KM, Rajan V, Lin Y, Moret BME. Sorting signed permutations by inversions in O(nlogn) time.
Proc. 13th Conf. on Research in Comput. Mol. Biol.
RECOMB’09, in LNCS 2009;5541, 386-399, Springer.
• Swenson KM, To Y, Tang J, Moret BME. Maximum
independent sets of commuting and noninterfering inversions. Proc.7th Asia-Pacific Bioinf. Conf. APBC’09,
in BMC Bioformatics 2009;10 Suppl 1:S6.
• Zhang X, Moret BME. Improving inference of transcriptional regulatory networks based on network evolutionary models. Proc. 9th Workshop on Algs. in Bioinf.
WABI’09, in LNCS 2009;5724, 412-425, Springer.

Scientific highlights

Our work on genomic rearrangements culminated in
2009 with the first algorithm to sort almost all signed
permutations by inversions in O(nlogn) time. This
solves a problem first raised thirty years ago that led
to dozens of publications. It also completes a nineyear research project, since we gave in 2001 the first
linear-time algorithm to compute the inversion distance
between two signed permutations.
In our study of evolutionary models for transcriptional
regulatory networks, we were successful in integrating
gene duplication and loss to our model and are now
adding binding site evolution.
Finally, in phylogenetic reconstruction, together with my
past postdoc A. Stamatakis, we broke new ground by
providing a method to compute bootstrapping scores
(confidence measures on the edges of the tree) dynamically, thereby speeding up the computation of such
scores by one to three orders of magnitude.

SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics

Felix Naef

Computational Systems Biology Group

Group’s work

We use theoretical, computational,
and bioinformatics approaches
to study regulatory and cellular
networks involved in cell-cycle
regulation, oncogenic signalling
and circadian oscillators.

Research interests

• Analysis methods for chromatin immunoprecipitation
experiments.
• Integration of location and expression data.
• Modelling of phase oscillators and bioluminescence
recordings.
• Circadian time series experiments.
• Dynamic simulations of small size gene networks.

Scientific highlights

This year we mainly made progress with the bioinformatics analysis of cis-regulatory elements involved in
the circadian regulation in the mouse liver. Indeed, we
followed up our predictions from the E1-E2 elements
modelled as a Hidden Markov Model and started validations based on ChiP-seq experiments.

Selected 2009 publications

• Bénazet J-D, Bischofberger M, Tiecke E, Gonçalves A,
Martin JF, Zuniga A, Naef F, Zeller R. A selfregulatory system of interlinked signaling feedback
loops controls mouse limb patterning. Science
2009;323,1050.
• Dibner C, Sage D, Unser D, Bauer C, d’Eysmond T,
Naef F, Schibler U. Circadian gene expression is
resilient to large fluctuations in overall transcription
rates. The EMBO J 2009;28,123.
• Hazen S, Naef F, Quisel T, Gendron J, Chen H,
Ecker J, Borevitz J, Kay S. Exploring the transcriptional landscape of plant circadian rhythms using
genome tiling arrays. Genome Biol 2009;10,R17.
• Parisi F, Koeppl H, Naef F. Network inference
by combining biologically motivated regulatory
constraints with penalized regression. Ann N Y Acad
Sci 2009;1158:114.
• Parisi F, Sonderegger B, Wirapati P, Delorenzi M,
Naef F. Relationship between estrogen receptor
alpha location and gene induction reveals the importance of downstream sites and cofactors. BMC
Genomics 2009;10:381.
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Erik Van Nimwegen

Genome Systems Biology Group
Group’s work

There are two main lines of research
in our group. The first consists in the
development of computational and
theoretical methods for inferring the
structure and dynamics of genomewide regulatory networks. This work
involves development of probabilistic
methods that integrate various high
throughput biological data sets such
as genome sequences, genomewide expression data, genome-wide
protein binding data, etcetera. The
other main line of research involves
the investigation of whole genome
evolution, especially in bacteria, and
the identification of quantitative laws
that govern genome evolution.

Research interests

• Transcription regulatory networks and their design
principles.
• Modelling of the dynamics of genome-wide gene regulatory networks.
• The role of chromatin modifications and epigenetic
marks in the regulation of gene expression.
• Whole genome evolution in bacteria.

Selected 2009 publications

• Balwierz PJ, Carninci P, Daub CO, Hayashizaki Y,
Kawai J, Van Belle W, Beisel C, van Nimwegen E.
Methods for analyzing deep sequencing expression data: constructing the human and mouse promoterome with deepCAGE data. Genome Biol.
2009;10(7):R79.
• Molina N, van Nimwegen E. Scaling laws in functional
genome content across prokaryotic clades and
lifestyles. Trends Genet: 2009;25(6):243-7.
• Suzuki H, Forrest AR, van Nimwegen E, Daub CO,
Balwierz PJ, et al. The transcriptional network that
controls growth arrest and differentiation in a human myeloid leukemia cell line. Nat Genet. 2009
May;41(5):553-62.
• Taddei A, Van Houwe G, Nagai S, Erb I, van
Nimwegen E, Gasser SM. The functional importance
of telomere clustering: global changes in gene
expression result from SIR factor dispersion.
Genome Res. 2009 Apr;19(4):611-25.
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Scientific highlights

Without a doubt, the highlight of 2009 was our
computational analysis within the context of the
FANTOM4 project which led to the first ab initio
inference of a mammalian transcription regulatory
network by modelling genome-wide expression data
in terms of computationally predicted regulatory sites
(published in Nature Genetics). For this project, we
developed a new powerful method for reconstructing
regulatory networks called Motif Activity Response
Analysis (MARA), which analyses gene expression
data to predict the key transcription factors driving
expression changes, their activities across samples,
and the sets of genes each regulator targets.
A second highlight is the comprehensive reconstruction
of human and mouse “promoteromes” from a large
collection of CAGE data. In particular, we have shown
that mammalian promoteromes have a hierarchical
structure in which transcription start sites (TSSs) form
local clusters of co-expressed TSSs and that these
are again clustered within transcription start regions.
To construct these promoteromes, we also developed
the first rigorous probabilistic methods for quantifying
noise in gene expression measurements obtained with
deep sequencing.
A third highlight is the development of a new Bayesian
network method for predicting contacts in protein
structures directly from multiple alignments. The key
innovation of this method over previous methods is
that it rigorously disentangles statistical dependencies
between alignments columns that are due to direct
interactions from those that are caused by indirect
interactions.

SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics

Marc Robinson-Rechavi

Evolutionary Bioinformatics Group

Group’s work

We study evolutionary genomics
and Evo-Devo of animals, and we
develop bioinformatic tools for this
purpose.

Research interests

Scientific highlights

Selected 2009 publications

We have shown that the paradigm of phylogenomics,
that paralogs diverge more or differently than orthologs,
is not based on experimental or bioinformatic results.
We have proposed experimental designs to test it
thoroughly in the future.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Whole genome duplication.
Comparative study of gene expression and regulation.
Positive selection.
Animal Evo-Devo.
Databases for evolutionary biology.
Nuclear hormone receptors.

• Proux E, Studer RA, Moretti S, Robinson-Rechavi
M. Selectome: a database of positive selection.
Nucleic Acids Research 2009;37(Database issue),
D404-D407.
• Studer RA, Robinson-Rechavi M. How confident
can we be that orthologs are similar, but paralogs
differ? Trends in Genetics 2009;25(5):210-216.
• Studer RA, Robinson-Rechavi M. Evidence for
an episodic model of protein sequence evolution.
Biochemical Society transactions 2009;37(Pt 4):783786.
• Cruz F, Roux J, Robinson-Rechavi M. In Press. The
expansion of amino-acid repeats is not associated
to adaptive evolution in mammalian genes. BMC
Genomics.

The database Selectome has been published (bioinfo.
unil.ch/selectome/).

We have continued improving our database Bgee,
with the addition of frog and fly, of microRNAs, and
a large amount of curated expression data and of
curated homology relations between species specific
anatomies. Relations have been established between
Bgee and other projects, such as ArrayExpress, ZFIN
or Phenoscape.
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Jacques Rougemont

Bioinformatics and Biostatistics Core Facility Group

Group’s work

We perform statistical analyses
of high throughput genomic data
and develop the infrastructure
to manage and streamline these
analyses.

Research interests
•
•
•
•

Analysis of ChIP-seq and RNA-seq data.
Informatics for genome-scale DNA sequences.
Statistical analysis of multi-variate biological data.
Biophysical modelling of transcriptional regulation.

Selected 2009 publications

• Monot et al. Comparative genomic and phylogeographic analysis of Mycobacterium leprae. Nat Genet
2009;41(12):1282-9.
• Gattiker et al. The Microbe browser for comparative
genomics. Nucleic Acids Research 2009; 37(Web
Server issue): W296-9.
• Gattiker et al. MIMAS 3.0 is a Multiomics Information Management and Annotation System. BMC
Bioinformatics 2009;10(1):151.
• Nikolaev et al. Detection of genomic variation by selection of a 9 mb DNA region and high throughput
sequencing. PLoS ONE 2009;4(8): e6659.
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Scientific highlights

We have analysed genotypic data from about 400 Mycobacterium Leprae strains (including 3 new complete
genomes) collected from various locations across the
world and reconstructed the patterns of evolution and
migration of this human pathogen. This is an important
step in the characterization of the variability and evolutionary origin of the bacteria.

SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics

Nicolas Salamin

Computational Phylogenetics Group

Group’s work

We focus on evolutionary
modelling and computational
phylogenetics to understand
how species appear and go
extinct, how they adapt to their
environment and how specific
genes evolved through time.

Research interests

Scientific highlights

Selected 2009 publications

These projects will give insights into how species can
adapt to current climate change given their evolutionary
history.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Phylogenetic reconstruction methods.
Estimation of Darwinian selection on genes.
Mode and tempo of species evolution.
Evolution of C4 photosynthesic pathway.
Evolution of ecological niche in invasive species.
Spatially explicit evolution of diversity.

• Besnard G, Muasya AM, Russier F, Roalson EH,
Salamin N, Christin PA. Phylogenomics of C4
photosynthesis in sedges (Cyperaceae): multiple
appearances and genetic convergence. Molecular
Biology and Evolution 2009;26(8):1909-19.
• Christin PA, Samaritani E, Petitpierre B, Salamin
N, Besnard G. Evolutionary insights on C4 photosynthetic subtypes in grasses from genomics and
phylogenetics. Genome Biology and Evolution
2009;1(1):221-30.
• Christin PA, Salamin N, Kellogg EA, Vicentini A,
Besnard G. Integrating phylogeny into studies
of C4 variation in the grasses. Plant Physiology
2009;149(1):82-7.
• Christin PA, Petitpierre B, Salamin N, Büchi L,
Besnard G. Evolution of C4 phosphoenolpyruvate
carboxykinase in grasses, from genotype to pheno
type. Molecular Biology and Evolution 2009;26(2):
357-65.
• Roulin A, Wink M, Salamin N. Selection on a
eumelanic ornament is stronger in the tropics than
in temperate zones in the worldwide-distributed
barn owl. Journal of Evolutionary Biology 2009;22(2):
345-54.

We started two new projects in 2009, funded by the
Swiss National Science Foundation, to study species
evolvability and whether they can adapt their ecological
niche to a changing environment. This will be done by
developing mathematical and computational models in
a phylogenetic framework.
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Ivo Sbalzarini
MOSAIC Group

Group’s work

We develop and apply the theories
and algorithms that are required to
computationally analyze, model,
and simulate complex biological
systems in space and time.

Research interests

• Biological image processing.
• Spatiotemporal modelling and simulation using multiscale particle methods.
• Efficient stochastic simulation and optimization algorithms.
• Parallel high-performance computing for biology.

Selected 2009 publications

• Sbalzarini IF. Analysis, Modeling & Simulation of Diffusion Processes in Cell Biology 2009;388 pages.
VDM Publishing.
• Ramaswamy R, González-Segredo N, Sbalzarini IF.
A new class of highly efficient exact stochastic
simulation algorithms for chemical reaction networks.
J. Chem. Phys.2009;130(24):244104.
• Müller CL, Baumgartner B, Sbalzarini IF. Particle
swarm CMA evolution strategy for the optimization
of multi-funnel landscapes. In Proc. IEEE Congress
on Evolutionary Computation (CEC) May 2009;
2685-2692, Trondheim, Norway.
• Helmuth JA, Burckhardt CJ, Greber UF, Sbalzarini IF.
Shape reconstruction of subcellular structures from
live cell fluorescence microscopy images. Journal of
Structural Biology 2009;167:1–10.
• Cardinale J, Rauch A, Barral Y, Székely G, Sbalzarini
IF. Bayesian image analysis with on-line confidence
estimates and its application to microtubule tracking.
In Proc. IEEE Intl. Symposium Biomedical Imaging
(ISBI) June 2009;1091-1094, Boston, USA.
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Scientific highlights

We developed and implemented an image-processing
algorithm (“deconvolving active contours”) to undo
much of the blurring introduced by a fluorescence
microscope without directly solving the ill-posed
deconvolution problem. This enables accurate and
reliable reconstruction of small intracellular shapes
and allows following the dynamics of intracellular
structures.
We extended a specific image-processing framework
to not only provide the results of the image processing,
but also the associated confidence. The new algorithm
directly provides the per-frame confidence estimates
and enables statistical evaluation of the results and automatic detection of breakdowns of the image-processing algorithm, prompting potential user intervention.
We presented a new class of highly efficient stochastic simulation algorithms for chemical reaction
networks, whose computational cost is independent
of the degree of coupling of the network. The new
algorithms allow simulations of networks with millions
of chemical species on a single laptop computer.
We presented a hybrid adaptive evolutionary
optimization algorithm, combining the powerful
CMA evolution strategy with concepts from swarm
intelligence. This made it possible to solve certain
multi-funnel problems for the first time. Such problems
occur in fitting systems biology pathway models to
data, or as energy landscapes of proteins. The new
algorithm is implemented in a computationally efficient
and parallel software library.

SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics

Torsten Schwede

Protein Structure Bioinformatics Group

Group’s work

Our main goal is to develop
methods and algorithms to model,
simulate and analyze threedimensional protein structures
and their molecular properties in
order to apply these techniques to
understand biological processes at
a molecular level.

Research interests

• Protein structure homology modelling.
• Software development in molecular and integrative
modelling.
• Structure based Drug design e.g. on Dengue Methyltransferase.
• Molecular modelling of protein-ligand interactions
• Structural and functional basis of odorant receptor
mediated signalling.
• Mechanisms of cyclic di-GMP signalling.
• Database integration and web services for computational structural biology.

Selected 2009 publications

• Bordoli L, Kiefer F, Arnold K, Benkert P, Battey J,
Schwede T. Protein structure homology modelling
using SWISS-MODEL Workspace. Nature Protocols
2009;4(1).
• Schwede T, Sali A, Honig B, Levitt M, Berman HM,
Jones D, Brenner SE, Burley SK, Das R, Dokholyan
NV, Dunbrack RLJ, Fidelis K, et al. Outcome of a
workshop on applications of protein models in biomedical research. Structure 2009;17(2):151–9.
• Kiefer F, Arnold K, Kunzli M, Bordoli L, Schwede T.
The SWISS-MODEL Repository and associated resources. Nucleic Acids Res 2009;37,D387–92.
• Arnold K, Kiefer F, Kopp J, Battey JN, Podvinec M,
Westbrook JD, Berman HM, Bordoli L, Schwede T.
The Protein Model Portal. J Struct Funct Genomics
2009;10,1–8.
• Benkert P, Tosatto SC, Schwede T. Global and local
model quality estimation at CASP8 using the scoring functions QMEAN and QMEANclust. Proteins
2009;77(S9),173–180.
• Guex N, Peitsch MC, Schwede T. Automated comparative protein structure modelling with SWISSMODEL and Swiss-PdbViewer: A historical perspective. Electrophoresis 2009;30(S1), S162–S173.

Scientific highlights

SWISS-MODEL remained one of the most used webbased modelling services worldwide. To facilitate its
usage, we have published a step-by-step protocol in
Nature Protocols (Bordoli et al., 2009). We also performed
a survey to align and improve our service with current
users’ needs. The feed-back was extremely positive and
will guide SWISS-MODEL’s future development.
Our experience from the assessment of CASP7 in the
template based modelling category helped us to improve
the coverage and accuracy of our automated modelling
pipeline. Major parts of the Repository database have
been redesigned to facilitate the integration with other
services, such as UniProt, InterPro, STRING, DAS and
the Protein Model Portal (PMP) (Kiefer et al., 2009).
To develop new functionality for the SWISS-MODEL
pipeline, we started developing a flexible open source
modelling software framework “OpenStructure” based
on a modular C++/Python/Qt architecture.
Model quality assessment is crucial to select the best
model from several alternatives, and to provide a confidence estimate for a specific model. We developed
the model quality estimation tool QMEAN, which was
successfully evaluated at CASP8 (Benkert et al., 2009
a,b,c).
We organized a community workshop based on applications of protein models in biomedical research and published a white paper on the outcome (Schwede et al.,
2009). We are collaborating with several experimental
groups on projects, which allow directly applying and
improving our modelling techniques. This includes a
study of the structural and functional basis of odorant
receptor mediated signalling (in collaboration with H.
Vogel, EPFL; Pick et al., 2009), and di-cGMP mediated
signalling in bacteria (in collaboration with U. Jenal, Biozentrum; Duerig et al.; 2009).
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Jörg Stelling

Computational Systems Biology Group

Group’s work

We develop computational
methods for studying complex
networks that establish cellular
functions to elucidate their
operating and design principles,
focusing on concepts and tools for
system modelling, analysis, and
experimental design at large scale.

Research interests

• Structural network analysis.
• Systems dynamics of cellular regulation.
• Design of artificial gene circuits.

Selected 2009 publications

• Kaltenbach HM, Dimopoulos S, Stelling J. Systems
analysis of cellular networks under uncertainty.
FEBS Lett. 2009;583(24):3923-3930.
• Marchisio MA, Stelling J. Computational Design
Tools for Synthetic Biology. Curr. Op. Biotech. 2009;
20,479-485.
• Müller D, Stelling J, Precise regulation of gene expression dynamics favors complex promoter architectures. PLoS Comput Biol. 2009;5(1):e1000279.
• Terzer M, Maynard N, Covert M, Stelling J. Genomescale metabolic networks. Wiley Interdisciplinary
Reviews: Systems Biology and Medicine 2009;
doi:10.1002/wsbm.37.
• Tigges M, Marquez-Lago TT, Stelling J, Fussenegger M.
A tunable synthetic mammalian oscillator. Nature
2009;457:309-312.
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Scientific highlights

Current work in structural network analysis concerns
further development of efficient algorithms for the
computation of pathways in metabolic networks,
and of new methods for their analysis. For metabolic
networks, we could show that large-scale analysis of
both elementary pathways and their potential dynamics
is possible. Regarding systems dynamics of cellular
regulation, results obtained in 2009 indicated that
precise gene regulation requires complex promoter
structures, when stochastic noise is significant; this
approach allows for new insights on how complex
assembly processes in the cell, for instance, for
producing ribosomes, can be controlled. Other areas
of substantial progress include the analysis of different
signalling pathways in mammal and yeast, mostly in
the context of SystemsX.ch RTD projects LiverX and
YeastX.
Finally, a part of the group’s activities concerns
synthetic biology, the rational engineering of complex,
biology-based systems, which display functions that
do not exist in nature. A key achievement in 2009
concerned the design and computational analysis of an
artificial oscillator in mammalian cells in collaboration
with experimental synthetic biology partners. Complex
devices such as this gene circuit might provide a
basis for future dynamic treatments of, for instance,
diabetes.

SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics

Andreas Wagner

Evolutionary Systems Biology Group

Group’s work

We focus on studying the
molecular evolution of genes,
genomes and biological networks.

Research interests

• Evolution of metabolic networks.
• Evolution of insertion sequences through horizontal
gene transfer.

Selected 2009 publications

• Bragg JG, Wagner A. Protein material costs: single
atoms can make an evolutionary difference. Trends
in Genetics 2009; 25, 5-8.
• Martin OCM, Wagner A. Effects of recombination
on complex regulatory circuits. Genetics 2009;183,
673-684.
• Wagner A. Evolutionary constraints permeate large
metabolic networks. BMC Evolutionary Biology
2009;9:231.
• Rodrigues J, Wagner A. Evolutionary plasticity and
innovations in complex metabolic reaction networks.
PloS Computational Biology 2009;5(12): e1000613.
• Hafner M, Koeppl H, Hasler M, Wagner A. “Glocal”
robustness analysis and model discrimination for
circadian oscillators. PloS Computational Biology
2009; 5(10): e1000534.
• De la Chaux N, Wagner A. Evolutionary dynamics
of the LTR retrotransposon roo inferred from twelve
complete Drosophila genomes. BMC Evolutionary
Biology 2009;9:205.
• Wagner A. Transposable elements as genomic
diseases. Molecular Biosystem 2009;5 32.
• Wagner A. Networks in molecular evolution. In:
Meyers RA (ed.) Encyclopedia of Complexity and
System Science. Springer, Heidelberg 2009.
• Hafner M, Koeppl H, Wagner A. Evolution of
feedback loops in oscillatory systems. Proceedings
of the Third International Conference on Foundations
of Systems Biology in Engineering (FOSBE 2009),
Denver, CO, August 9-12, 2009.

Scientific highlights

In 2009, we have been able to identify an important
principle of evolutionary innovation in metabolic networks. Briefly, we have shown that a phenomenon that
greatly facilitates the acquisition of new phenotypes in
proteins and other biological macromolecules exists
also for metabolic networks. This phenomenon is the
existence of neutral networks or genotype networks
in metabolic reaction spaces. Metabolic networks
which have the same metabolic phenotype form vast
networks in genotype space. These can be traversed
through mutations that only change a single metabolic
reaction in a metabolic network. The neighbourhoods
of different genotypes on such metabolic genotype networks contain a vast array of different metabolic genotypes. These organisational principles of metabolic
genotype spaces have important implications for the
design of antimetabolic drugs, for the evolution of drug
resistance, and for the evolvability of new metabolic
abilities through horizontal gene transfer.
Our activities also covered other areas, such as the evolution of bacterial mobile DNA, and in particularly the
evolutionary forces that maintain insertion sequences
in bacterial populations. We have been able to show
that even when such insertion sequences have purely
detrimental effects on their host, they can be maintained
in a population if horizontal gene transfer occurs,
even at very small rates. Finally, during this year, we
developed methods to sample high-dimensional parameter spaces of biochemical network models, in order
to characterize their robustness to genetic change,
which can help discriminate between different kinds of
models.
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Ioannis Xenarios and Lydie Bougueleret
Swiss-Prot Group

Group’s work

We produce the Swiss-Prot and
the PROSITE databases for
the scientific community. Both
databases are manually curated
and widely used all over the world.

Research interests

Scientific highlights

Selected 2009 publications

The ViralZone web portal that was launched in 2008
now shows over 420 pages of virus descriptions.

• Text mining.
• Standardization of biocuration.
• Sequence object representation.

• The Universal Protein Resource (UniProt) 2009
Nucleic Acids Res 2008;36 (Database issue):
D169-74.
• Lima T, Auchincloss AH, et al. HAMAP: a database
of completely sequenced microbial proteome sets
and manually curated microbial protein families in
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot. Nucleic Acids Res 2009;37
(Database issue):D471-8.
• Schneider M, Lane L,. et al. The UniProtKB/SwissProt knowledgebase and its Plant Proteome Annotation Program. J Proteomics 2009;72(3):567-73.
PMID:19084081.
• Hinz U and the UniProt Consortium. From protein
sequences to 3D-structures and beyond: the example
of the UniProt Knowledgebase. Cellular and Molecular Life sciences 2009; DOI 10.1007/s00018-0090229-6.
• Jain E, Bairoch A, et al. Infrastructure for the life
sciences: design and implementation of the UniProt website. BMC Bioinformatics 2009;10:136.
PMID:19426475.
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UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot contains over 500 000 manually
curated entries.

The Swiss-Prot group and the Vital-IT groups are now
sharing their director (Dr. Ioannis Xenarios).This brings
together the infrastructure, the algorithmic and the content and will contribute to better serve the life science
community as a whole.

SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics

Ioannis Xenarios
Vital-IT Group

Group’s work

Our role is to support
bioinformatics and life science
research. The group is now part
of a much larger group of SIB
supporting services that includes
teaching and educations (EMBnet
group), knowledge and biocuration
(SwissProt group) and finally
Infrastructure and algorithmic
development (Vital-IT).

Research interests

• Coordination of bioinformatic supports with experimental laboratories.
• Training and education of biologists (postgraduate
levels).
• Maintenance and enhancement of state of the art
databases and resources.

Selected 2009 publications

• Wurm Y, Uva P, Ricci F, Wang J, Jemielity S, Iseli C,
Falquet L, Keller L. Fourmidable: a database for ant
genomics. BMC Genomics 2009;10(1):5-10.
• Proux E, Studer R A, Moretti S, Robinson-Rechavi M.
Selectome: a database of positive selection. Nucleic
Acids Research 2009;37:D404-7.
• Martin O, Valsesia A, Telenti A, Xenarios I, Stevenson BJ. AssociationViewer: a scalable and integrated software tool for visualization of large-scale
variation data in genomic context. Bioinformatics
2009;25(5):662-3.
• Garg A, Mohanram K, Di Cara A, De Micheli G,
Xenarios I. Modeling stochastictiy and robustness
in gene regulatory networks. Bioinformatics 2009;
25(12): i101-9.
• Ortiz M, Guex N, Patin E, Martin O, Xenarios I,
Ciuffi A, Quintana-Murci L, Telenti A. Evolutionary
Trajectories of Primate Genes Involved in HIV
Pathogenesis. Molecular Biology and Evolution
2009;31(5): 800-3.
• Gattiker A, Hermida L, Liechti R, Xenarios I, Collin O,
Rougemont J, Primig M. MIMAS3.0 is a Multiomics
Information Management and Annotation System.
BMC Bioinformatics 2009;10:151.

Scientific highlights

Vital-IT is involved with the RTD and the SyBIT IT
infrastructure projects of SystemsX.ch.
Vital-IT is involved in several European grants, including IMI (Innovative Medicines Initiative).
Coordination of the SIB web team that integrates SIB
developed resources.
The Swiss-Prot group and the Vital-IT groups are
now sharing their director (Dr. Ioannis Xenarios).This
brings together the infrastructure, the algorithmic and
the content and will contribute to better serve the life
science community as a whole.
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Mihaela Zavolan

RNA Regulatory Networks Group

Group’s work

We study the regulation of gene
expression at post-transcriptional
level (by small RNAs and RNAbinding proteins) through a
combination of experimental data
analysis, modelling and algorithm
development.

Research interests

• Post-transcriptional regulation of gene expression.
• Methods to analyze deep sequencing data.
• Experimental identification of RNA-binding protein
targets.

Selected 2009 publications

• Hausser J, Berninger P, Rodak C, Jantscher Y,
Wirth S, Zavolan M. MirZ: an integrated microRNA
expression atlas and target prediction resource.
Nucleic Acids Research 2009;37(Web Server issue):
W266-72.
• Hausser J, Landthaler M, Jaskiewicz L, Gaidatzis
D, Zavolan M. Relative contribution of sequence
and structure features to the mRNA binding of
Argonaute/EIF2C-miRNA complexes and the degradation of miRNA targets. Genome Research
2009;19(11):2009-2020.
• Hutzinger R, Huttenhofer A. et al. Expression
and processing of a small nucleolar RNA from
the Epstein-Barr virus genome. PLoS Pathogens
2009;5(8):e1000547.
• Pena JTG, Tuschl T. et al. miRNA in situ hybridization in formaldehyde and EDC-fixed tissues. Nature
Methods 2009;6(2):139-141.
• Poy MN, Stoffel M. et al. miR-375 maintains normal
pancreatic alpha- and beta-cell mass. Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences of the United
States of America 2009;106(14):5813-5818.
• Kanamori-Katayama M, Hayashizaki Y. et al. The
transcriptional network that controls growth arrest
and differentiation in a human myeloid leukemia cell
line. Nature Genetics 2009.
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Scientific highlights

2009 was mostly a build-up year for my group. This
is because we have set up an experimental arm of
the group, focusing on problems related to posttranscriptional regulation of gene expression by
miRNAs and RNA-binding proteins.
In collaboration with the Tuschl group (Rockefeller
University), we invested a significant effort into the
development of an experimental method for the
identification of target sites of RNA-binding proteins.
We applied this method to the Argonaute family of
proteins, which is involved in miRNA-based regulation,
as well as to proteins that regulate mRNA stability.
In parallel, we developed software for the analysis,
visualisation and mining of the deep sequencing
data that emerges from the experimental studies just
mentioned. We continued to work on the problem of
miRNA target prediction, analyzing a large number of
experimental data sets in order to infer features that
are predictive for functional miRNA target sites. We
uncovered that miRNA target sites that are strongly
conserved in evolution are also associated with the
degradation of the target mRNA, thereby indicating
that translational repression is not the main outcome
of miRNA-target interaction in mammals.

SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics

Evgeny Zdobnov

Computational Evolutionary Genomics Group

Group’s work

We focus on comparative analyses
of genome sequences encoding
proteins, non-coding RNAs, and
Conserved Non-Coding sequences
to understand principals of
molecular evolution and approach
the fundamental questions of the
origin and evolution of biological
complexity.

Research interests

• Robustness and evolvability of genotype to phenotype mapping.
• Evolutionary dynamics of protein-coding genes and
their functions.
• miRNA genes and their targets.
• Repertoire and function of Conserved Non-Coding
sequences.

Selected 2009 publications

• Bovine Genome Sequencing and Analysis Consortium. The genome sequence of taurine cattle:
A window to ruminant biology and evolution. Science 2009;324(5926):522-8.
• Lemay D, et al. The bovine lactation genome:
Insights into the evolution of mammalian milk.
Genome Biology 2009;10(4):R43.
• Gatfield D, et al. Integration of microrna mir-122 in
hepatic circadian gene expression. Genes & Development 2009;23(11):1313-26.
• Papaioannou MD, et al. Sertoli cell dicer is essential
for spermatogenesis in mice. Developmental Biology
2009;326; 250-9.
• Tapparel C, et al. New Respiratory Enterovirus
and Recombinant Rhinoviruses among Circulating
Picornaviruses. Emerging Infectious Diseases 2009;
15(5):719-26.
• Yerly S, et al. The impact of transmission clusters
on primary drug resistance in newly diagnosed hiv-1
infection. AIDS 2009;23(11):1415-23.
• Gerlach D, Kriventseva EV, Rahman N, Vejnar CE &
Zdobnov EM. MiROrtho: Computational survey of
microRNA genes. Nucleic Acids Research 2009;
D111-7.

Scientific highlights

We have updated and expanded our toolbox with:
• miROrtho (cegg.unige.ch/mirortho) to predict miRNA
genes.
• mirRmap to evaluate miRNA targets.
• OrthoDB (the hierarchical catalog of eukaryotic
orthologs, cegg.unige.ch/orthodb) was updated to
include 40 vertebrates, 23 arthropods, and 32 fungi,
and shows now between-group homology as well as
associated InterPro and GO annotation.
• ImmunoDB (of insect immune-related genes, cegg.
unige.ch/Insecta/immunodb) was updated to include
the third sequenced mosquito, Culex quinquefasciatus.
• Newick utilities for high throughput phylogenetics.
• 2009 also marks completion of big collaborative
projects on initial genome analysis of cow, Nasonia
parasitic wasp, and body louse (manuscript in
submission), as well as most of the associated spinoff studies. Where miROrtho and OrthoDB were the
approaches of choice and successfully withstood the
scrutiny by the international consortiums. The high
profile publications of the cow and wasp genomes
captured a substantial interest from the media.
• Finally, we wish to thank SNSF for their support.
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SIB Financial Statement
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In 2009, the SIB income reached 20.3 million CHF, from the following sources(*):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Confederation (article 16)
FNS and European Funds
NIH
Industry
Universities and Hospitals
Other

Expenses:
• Wages and expenses:
• Facilities and functioning:

7.8
3.2
4.4
2.5
1.5
0.9

(38.4 %)
(15.8 %)
(21.6 %)
(12.7 %)
(7.3 %)
(4.2 %)
81.3 %
18.7 %

This does not include the income of the SIB groups which are managed by their
respective institutions: in 2009 18.5 million CHF.
This carries the complete budget of SIB and its groups in 2009 to 38.8 million CHF.
(*) These figures are subject to the approval of the Foundation Council.
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Evolution in the number of members with SIB contract
(full-time equivalent)
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Core & Computing Facilities
The SIB manages several bioinformatics core facilities that help scientists conduct their research and analyse their
data. For example, the SIB provides informatics and statistical support and advice for genomics, transcriptomics
and proteomics research. The organisation also maintains the Vital-IT High Performance Computing Centre,
which provides computing resources and consultancy services for the Swiss life sciences community.

Databases
The SIB develops and maintains a number of well known international databases, including:
• UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot (curated protein sequence data providing a high level of annotation)
• neXtProt (human-centric protein knowledge platform)
• PROSITE (protein families and domains)
• MyHits (protein sequences and motifs)
• CleanEx Database (gene expression data)
• SWISS-MODEL Repository (three-dimensional protein structure models)
• Bgee (data on gene expression evolution)
• SwissRegulon (genome-wide annotations of regulatory sites)
• STRING (genomes and interaction networks for Systems Biology)
• Cancer Immunome Database
• Eukaryotic Promoter Database (EPD)
• SWISS-2DPAGE (Two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis database)
• WORLD-2DPAGE Repository (World-wide gel-based proteomics database)
• OpenFlu (influenza database)
• OrthoDB (the hierarchical catalog of eukaryotic orthologs)
• miROrtho (the catalog of animal microRNA genes)
• immunoDB (insect immune-related gene families)

Software tools
The SIB develops and provides software tools for the global life sciences research community:
• Melanie
• MSight
• SWISS-MODEL Server
• DeepView - Swiss-PdbViewer (protein visualisation, modelling and analysis)
• SwissDock/EADock (ligand docking)
• ESTScan (program that can detect coding regions in DNA sequences)
• AMEN
• iMolTalk
• Make2D-DB II
• SIBsim4 (to improve execution speed and provide more informative output)
• tromer (transcriptome analyser)
• Darwin (programming environment for bioinformatics)
• Arlequin
• OMA Browser (orthology inference among complete genomes)
• fetchGWI/tagger (genome/transcriptome-wide tag scanner)
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Research Projects
A full list of SIB projects can be found at: www.isb-sib.ch/research/projects.html
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Core & Computing Facilities (continued)
Web Servers
• SIB website

www.isb-sib.ch

• ExPASy

www.expasy.org

• Vital-IT

www.vital-it.ch

• EMBnet

www.ch.embnet.org

• STRING

string-db.org

• EPD

www.epd.isb-sib.ch

• Cleanex

www.cleanex.isb-sib.ch

• Swissregulon

www.swissregulon.unibas.ch/cgi-bin/regulon

• RNA Expression Atlas

www.mirz.unibas.ch/smiRNAdb/cgi/smiRNAdb?page=home

• e-proxemis

e-proxemis.expasy.org

• Bioinfo Core Facility

www.isrec.isb-sib.ch/BCF

• MyHits

myhits.isb-sib.ch

• HTP Selex

www.isrec.isb-sib.ch/htpselex

• SSA Signal Search analysis

www.isrec.isb-sib.ch/ssa

• Io ISREC ontologizer

www.io.isb-sib.ch

• Bgee

bgee.unil.ch

• Selectome

selectome.unil.ch

• Deepview

www.expasy.org/spdbv

• Ashbya Genome

agd.vital-it.ch

• Cancer Immunome

ludwig-sun5.unil.ch/CancerImmunomeDB

• PROCSE

www.biozentrum.unibas.ch/~nimwegen/cgi-bin/procse.cgi

• Phylogibbs Online

www.phylogibbs.unibas.ch/cgi-bin/phylogibbs.pl

• SWISS-MODEL

swissmodel.expasy.org

• OrthoDB/miROrtho/immunoDB

cegg.unige.ch

• Tagger

www.isrec.isb-sib.ch/tagger

Other websites hosted or developed by SIB (collaborations)
• PeroxiBase

peroxibase.isb-sib.ch

• Mycoplasma conjunctivae genome

myconj.vital-it.ch

• Fourmidable Ant database

fourmidable.unil.ch

• MyRubrum

myrubrum.unil.ch

• Troisième Cycle

www.3eme-cycle.ch

• UniProt

www.uniprot.org

• NOMAD microArray database

farmer-nomad.unil.ch

• View Fits

flyfits.unil.ch

• Protein Model Portal

www.proteinmodelportal.org

• [BC] Basel Computational Biology Center www.bc2.ch
2

• Master in Proteomics & Bioinfo

www.mpb.unige.ch

• Swiss Proteomics Society

www.swissproteomicsociety.org

• European Proteomics Association

www.eupa.org

The databases, software tools, servers and websites shown here are not an exhaustive list.
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